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7
Experimental Investigation of a Superemitter in
Front of a Mirror

We experimentally investigate a superemitter in a photonic environment
with dynamically tunable local density of optical states (LDOS). Our
superemitter consists of a subwavelength-sized source of spontaneous
emission whose decay rate is enhanced by coupling to a strongly scattering
plasmonic nano-antenna. We controllably tune the LDOS experienced
by the source-antenna ensemble by nano-mechanically approaching a
micro-mirror to the superemitter. The decay rate of the source in the
superemitter varies in proportion to the inverse of the LDOS in front of the
mirror in agreement with our analytical theory. Our experimental results
unambiguously confirm that the decay-rate enhancement provided by a
strongly scattering optical antenna is enhanced by a reduced background
LDOS and vice versa. Our results prepare the ground for designing the
spectral properties of optical antennas in hybrid photonic systems via
shaping the LDOS of the embedding background system.

7.1 Introduction
The study of light-matter interaction is a cornerstone of contemporary physics, mainly
for two reasons. On the one hand, light is an ideal probe for a wide variety of excitations
in matter thanks to their energetic overlap with optical frequencies. On the other hand,
light is an equally ideal carrier of information, a virtue most impressively demonstrated
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by the globe-spanning optical fiber network. There are three intimately related
fundamental processes of light-matter interaction to be controlled: light emission,
propagation, and absorption [1]. The latter two processes are intuitively associated
with light-matter interaction. At the end of the 1960s, Drexhage demonstrated that also
the process of spontaneous emission critically depends on the photonic environment
of the source [2]. In a landmark experiment, Drexhage measured a modulation of
the lifetime of fluorophores emitting in the visible as a function of their distance to
a mirror. Arguably, being in a completely different field, Drexhage was unaware of
the work of Purcell, who had suggested already in 1946 to boost the decay rate of
a radio-frequency emitter by coupling it to a resonant cavity [3]. Purcell’s idea was
experimentally only realized four decades later to give rise to the flourishing field of
cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) [4, 5]. Both Drexhage’s and Purcell’s work
are nowadays well embedded in the formalism of cQED in its weak-coupling limit [6]
and discussed in the terms of the local density of optical states (LDOS) [1, 7].

Decades of intensive research have generated a toolbox of mature photonic systems
to control various aspects of spontaneous emission. Cavities [8], mirrors [9–11] and
photonic crystals [12] are photonic building blocks that rely on interference of traveling
waves, shaping the LDOS on a wavelength scale. The trend to miniaturization and the
prospect of tightly integrated optical circuits have fueled the field of nanophotonics,
which aims at controlling light on length scales smaller than the wavelength [1].
The prototypical nanophotonic building block for spontaneous-emission control is
the optical antenna, which exploits plasmonic resonances of metal nanoparticles [13].
When a source of spontaneous emission is coupled to such a nano-antenna, the resulting
‘superemitter’ [14] retains the dipolar nature of the source while exhibiting a boosted
spontaneous-emission rate [15, 16].

With its set of versatile, powerful and well characterized building blocks, which
differ vastly in physical size and operating bandwidth, nanophotonics is at the dawn of
a period of combination and integration of these functional units into ‘hybrid photonic
systems’ [17]. We have shown in the previous Chapter 6 how photonic hybrids can
both exploit the merits of the separate entities but more importantly offer additional
opportunities for controlling light-matter interaction due to their mutual interaction.
Most notably, we have predicted that the enhancement offered by a strongly scattering
optical antenna is inversely proportional to the LDOS of the background system as a
direct consequence of the unitary limit bounding the scattering strength of the antenna.

In this Chapter, we experimentally demonstrate the control of the enhancement
provided by a plasmonic antenna by modulating the background LDOS. We couple
spontaneous emitters to an optical antenna to then actively and reversibly vary the
LDOS experienced by this superemitter in a controlled fashion by nano-mechanically
approaching a metallic mirror to the source-antenna ensemble. In this variation of
the classical ‘Drexhage experiment’, with the superemitter as the source, we indeed
find the counter-intuitive behavior that the decay-rate enhancement follows the inverse
LDOS in front of the mirror.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Experimental principle of Drexhage experiment on a superemitter.
The superemitter is composed of a Au nanoparticle residing on a dye-doped PMMA
pedestal. The mirror is a large Ag-coated sphere. Scanning the mirror laterally across
the sample results in different superemitter-mirror distances as shown for two positions.
(b) Photograph of micro-mirror attached to end of cleaved optical fiber. (c) SEM
micrograph of fabricated superemitter, composed of a Au nanoparticle residing on a
dye-doped PMMA pedestal on a glass substrate. A 5 nm Au layer was sputtered on the
sample for SEM imaging. (d) Sketch of experimental setup. The sample is located on
a piezo scanning stage with the micro-mirror on the optical fiber located above. The
optical fiber is in turn attached to a quartz tuning fork, which can be positioned with
an xyz-piezo scanner [see inset]. Below the sample is a microscope objective which
focuses the pump laser reflected by a dichroic mirror (DIC) on the sample. By rotating
the mirror M1 the fluorescent signal filtered by a long-pass filter (LP) can be either
imaged onto the CCD camera by the tube-lens (TL) or guided to either the APD or the
spectrometer by mirror M2.
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7.2 Controlling LDOS with a scanning mirror
Our nano-mechanical version of the Drexhage experiment is inspired by the method
developed by Buchler et al. and relies on moving a micron-sized mirror attached to a
scanning probe [10]. Our scheme of changing the distance between a fluorophore and
a mirror is illustrated in Fig. 7.1(a). The fluorescing source is fixed in a substrate while
a large spherical mirror is laterally moved across the sample surface. In Fig. 7.1(a)
two positions of the mirror with respect to a superemitter are shown to illustrate the
principle of changing the emitter-mirror distance by laterally displacing the mirror
with respect to the sample. To fabricate the micro-mirror we glue polystyrene beads
(diameter 25 µm, Polysciences Europe) to the cleaved end of an optical fiber with a
small amount of super-glue. We subsequently evaporate a layer of 400 nm of Ag onto
the sphere to obtain a spherical micro-mirror. A photograph of the fiberend with the
attached sphere is shown in Fig. 7.1(b). The optical fiber is then super-glued to a quartz
tuning fork, as sketched in Fig. 7.1(d, inset), which is used as a shear-force probe [1],
as described in Chapter 2. With an xyz-piezo scanning head we can approach the
micro-mirror to a sample surface and engage an electronic feedback loop to keep the
mirror-sample distance constant [18], exploiting the shear-force interaction between
the probe and the sample [1], while scanning the mirror laterally across the sample.

To demonstrate our nano-mechanical technique of changing the LDOS we prepare a
sample of dye-doped polystyrene beads (diameter 100 nm, F8801, Invitrogen) dispersed
at low concentration on a glass coverslip, such that individual beads are separated well
beyond the diffraction limit. We furthermore evaporate about 60 nm of SiO2 on top of
the sample for mechanical protection. We put this sample of fluorescing sources onto
the piezo scanning stage of our inverted confocal fluorescence-lifetime imaging (FLIM)
microscope, sketched in Fig. 7.1(d). We subsequently locate a single fluorescing bead
in the focus of the pump laser (532 nm, 10 MHz) generated by the objective (100×, NA
1.4), which is imaged onto an avalanche photodiode (APD). The 20 µm active area of
the APD corresponds to 1 µm on the sample, leading to a confocal arrangement. The
APD is connected to a timing card which records the arrival time of every detected
photon with respect to the pump pulses. This way we can record the fluorescence
lifetime of the dye molecules inside the polystyrene beads on the sample. With the
fluorescing bead continuously in focus, we now use the scanning head of the setup to
approach the micro-mirror to the sample surface, bring it into shear-force contact and
raster-scan it laterally across the sample. In Fig. 7.2(a) we show a fluorescence-intensity
map obtained while scanning the mirror, where each pixel corresponds to a certain
horizontal position of the mirror with respect to the dye-doped bead, which leads to a
certain vertical distance due to the curvature of the mirror, as seen in Fig. 7.1(a). We
interpret the pronounced brightness variations observed in Fig. 7.2(a) as a result of the
varying pump field experienced by the dye-doped bead when the mirror is scanned. The
pump field variation is due to the interference of the incoming field and its reflections at
both the mirror surface and the substrate-air interface. Using the fluorescence-lifetime
imaging (FLIM) capability of our setup we analyze the arrival times of the fluorescent
photons collected for every mirror position, which yields the FLIM map shown in
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Fig. 7.2(b), exhibiting circularly symmetric variations in the detected lifetime. The
circular symmetry of both Figs. 7.2(a) and (b) is the expected result of the symmetry of
the curvature of our micro-mirror with respect to its touching point with the sample.
We exploit this symmetry by determining the center of the patterns in Figs. 7.2(a,b) and
averaging the signal of pixels with equal distance to the center of the distribution. When
we furthermore use the diameter of the micro-mirror to convert the horizontal distances
of the maps in Figs. 7.2(b) into a distance between the emitting bead and the mirror, we
obtain a measurement of the decay rate of the emitters in the bead as a function of their
distance to the mirror surface, shown as the full diamonds in Fig. 7.2(c). We clearly
observe characteristic decay-rate oscillations in front of the mirror [2].

To theoretically model our experiments, throughout this Chapter we consider
an air layer sandwiched between two semi-infinite half-spaces, the upper one being
Ag (ε = −15.5+ 0.52i at 620 nm, measured by ellipsometry on an Ag film on a Si
substrate), the lower one being glass (ε= 2.25) and a quantum yield of the emitters of
1. We thereby approximate the spherical mirror as a plane, an assumption that holds
whenever the distance between the emitter and the sphere is much smaller than the
sphere’s radius of curvature. We calculate the LDOS in a range of depths into the
glass substrate corresponding to the extent of the volume filled with emitters for a
source radiating a vacuum wavelength of 620 nm, which is the emission maximum
of the fluorescing beads. Subsequently, we average the obtained enhancement factors
assuming a homogeneously distributed ensemble of emitter orientations [19], since
approximately 103 dye molecules are incorporated in a bead [18]. The case of the
dye-doped bead covered with an evaporated SiO2 layer is hard to model, since it
breaks the planar geometry of stratified media, which is the closest case accessible
analytically [1, 20]. We still calculate the situation of stratified media but shift the
obtained curve of decay rates versus mirror-sample distance by 60 nm in Fig. 7.2(c)
which is the approximate height of the SiO2 layer. The obtained correspondence of the
measured data [full diamonds in Fig. 7.2(c)] with the analytical calculation (dashed
curve) is fully satisfying.

While using a dye-doped bead for a reference measurement has the virtue of the
source being confined to a sub-wavelength volume the protective capping layer limits
how close the mirror can get to the emitters. We therefore employed an alternative
geometry, where we spin coated a dye-doped layer of about 70 nm thickness of PMMA
onto a glass coverslip and repeated the experiment shown in Figs. 7.2(a,b). To this
end we diluted 5 mg dye (Bodipy TR, D-6116, Invitrogen) in 1 ml anisole to further
dilute that mixture 30-fold in a 2% mixture of PMMA with molecular weight 950K in
anisole. The PMMA mixture was then spun on base-Piranha cleaned coverslips and
baked for 5 minutes at 180◦C. We note that the manufacturer does not disclose the
precise type of dye incorporated in the fluorescing beads used for the measurement of
the full purple diamonds in Fig. 7.2(c). Comparison of spectrum and lifetime strongly
suggest that the dye incorporated in the beads is Bodipy TR, which we use throughout
this Chapter to prepare dye-doped PMMA layers. Using a continuous dye-doped layer
the spatial selection in the sample plane is solely done through the size of the pump
spot, which is about 500 nm in our case. The resulting curve of measured decay rate as
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Figure 7.2: (a) Fluorescence-intensity map of dye-doped bead in laser focus as micro-
mirror is scanned across it, showing ring-shaped intensity variations. A position in the
map denotes the lateral position of the mirror. (b) Fluorescence-lifetime map of same
measurement that yielded (a). (c) Decay rate as function of emitter-sample distance, as
obtained from lifetime map shown in (b) by averaging over the pixels with identical
distance to the center of the circular pattern. Full diamonds are data obtained from
map in (b), measured on 100 nm fluorescing bead, while open symbols show results on
continuous dye layers at different positions and with different micro-mirrors.

a function of mirror-sample distance is shown as the black squares in Fig. 7.2(c). A
distance of zero on the horizontal axis corresponds to the position of the mirror being
exactly above the interrogated point on the sample in the experiment and the size of the
air-gap being zero in the calculation. We have repeated the experiment of probing the
lifetime in a dye layer [open squares in Fig. 7.2(c)] both with the same micro-mirror at a
different location on the same sample [open triangles] and with a different micro-mirror
[open circles]. The resulting lifetime curves as a function of mirror-sample distance
agree excellently, showing that our technique of modifying LDOS by nano-mechanical
control of a micro-mirror is both fully reversible and repeatable, even with different
micro-mirrors. All measurements presented in this Chapter are performed with either
one of the two micro-mirrors characterized in Fig. 7.2(c). When comparing the data
measured on the dye-doped bead [full diamonds in Fig. 7.2(c)] with the data obtained
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on the continuous dye-doped layer [open symbols], one immediately notes the larger
decay rate of the emitters in the fluorescing bead compared to the dye layer. Assuming
that the molecular dye is indeed identical in the two cases, the rate of the bead is
expected to be enhanced since it is entirely surrounded by high-index SiOx while the
dye layer is in immediate proximity to the air half-space. Furthermore, we note the
reduced contrast in the decay-rate variations of the continuous layer as compared to the
bead. This reduced contrast is a result of the larger lateral extent of the probed volume
which is given by the focal size of the pump spot, which is about 500 nm, resulting in a
broader distribution of distances of probed emitters from the mirror, an effect becoming
increasingly severe at larger emitter-mirror separations due to the mirror’s curvature, as
can be appreciated from the sketch in Fig. 7.1(a). We model the experiment on the dye
layer by averaging the decay-rate enhancements experienced by emitters located in a
volume given by the dye-layer thickness and the focal spot-size. While the obtained
analytical result, plotted as the solid line in Fig. 7.2(c), is fully satisfactory at larger
sample-mirror distances, the correspondence between theory and experiment is only
qualitatively correct for mirror-sample separations smaller than about 200 nm. There
are several possible reasons for the observed discrepancy. First, effects like mirror-
surface roughness or local surface features could have an effect at these small distances.
Furthermore, the fact that we are probing an ensemble complicates things tremendously,
since varying detection efficiencies for differently oriented or positioned emitters within
the dye layer makes a selection of a sub-ensemble of emitters that varies with mirror
distance [21, 22]. As a check, we have performed Drexhage measurements on a dye
layer with annular illumination, where the pump-field component is preferentially
perpendicular to the sample surface [10]. Since we found no significant effect of
the illumination conditions on the lifetime measurements we exclude a selection of a
sub-ensemble by the pump field. Furthermore, Mohtashami et al. in our group have
performed Drexhage-type measurements using the technique presented in this Chapter
on single NV-centers in diamond nano-crystals where effects due to sub-ensembles can
be excluded. Mohtashami et al. have found excellent agreement between measurement
and experimental data at all separations [23]. Therefore, the difference between theory
and experiment in Fig. 7.2(c) can with great certainty be attributed to ensemble effects
in the detection volume of finite size.

7.3 Assembly and characterization of a superemitter
Having characterized our technique of controlling the LDOS with a micro-mirror, we
now turn to the fabrication and characterization of our superemitters. Schematically,
our superemitters are depicted in Fig. 7.1(a). We assembled superemitters by co-
localizing fluorescing dye molecules with Au colloids (diameter 100 nm, EM GC100,
BBInternational). A dye-doped PMMA layer of 60 nm thickness was fabricated as
described in the previous section. In a second step the Au-colloid solution was diluted
1:100 in ethanol and spin coated onto the PMMA layer. The sample was subsequently
exposed to a mild oxygen descum plasma. This etching step removes PMMA and
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Figure 7.3: (a) CCD camera image of superemitter sample under white-light
illumination, showing antenna particles as bright scatterers. (b) Unpolarized
fluorescence-intensity CCD image of area in (a) under circularly polarized epi-
illumination. Each superemitter appears as a bright source of fluorescence. Acquisition
time 200 ms. (c) Same as (a) but with linear polarizer in detection path along
direction indicated by white arrow. Acquisition time 400 ms. (d) Same as (c) but
with polarizer rotated by 90◦. (e) FLIM image of sample area in (a-d), showing
fluorescence lifetime of superemitters between 1.5 and 2 ns. (f) Decay traces of bare
dye layer (circles) and fabricated superemitter (diamonds), both fit with a single-
exponential decay (solid lines), yielding a lifetime of 5.3 ns for the layer and 1.7 ns
for the superemitter. (g) Scattering spectrum of an antenna particle (black squares)
obtained from illuminating with a white-light source, whose spectrum is shown as the
solid line. Dashed line is superemitter fluorescence emission spectrum.

embedded dye molecules from the sample surface, except under the Au colloids,
where the metal particle acts as an etch mask [24]. As a result we obtain isolated Au
particles residing on a dye-doped PMMA pedestal, as seen in the SEM micrograph
in Fig. 7.1(c). We estimate the pedestal to contain several hundred dye molecules.
Finally, we cover the sample in a thin layer of about 120 nm spin-on glass (FOX-14,
Dow Corning) for mechanical protection. When illuminated with a white-light lamp
and imaged on the CCD camera, the Au particles appear as bright scatterers, as shown
in Fig. 7.3(a). When using the circularly polarized pump laser in epi-illumination mode
the fluorescence image of the same part of the sample shown in Fig. 7.3(a) appears as
shown in Fig. 7.3(b). Clearly, the positions of the scatterers strongly fluoresce. Since
the molecules are located under the Au particle we expect that the dipole moment
induced in the optical antenna, which dominates the emission of the superemitter, is
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oriented along the optical axis [25]. Accordingly, after a linear polarization analyzer
we expect the image of a superemitter to consist of a double-lobed pattern along the
polarizer axis [26]. Indeed, after filtering the signal that led to Fig. 7.3(b) with a linear
polarizer in the detection path we obtain Fig. 7.3(c), which shows the expected double-
lobed pattern, which is furthermore practically unchanged in intensity and follows the
polarization axis when the polarization analyzer is rotated, as done in Fig. 7.3(d).

To characterize the decay rate of our superemitters Fig. 7.3(e) shows a FLIM
measurement of the area investigated in Figs. 7.3(a-d), where we have clamped the
lifetime value of pixels holding less than 1000 events to zero. The distribution of
lifetimes exhibited by the superemitters ranges from about 1.5 to about 2 ns. An
example for the decay behavior of a typical superemitter is shown in Fig. 7.3(f). The
decay trace of the superemitter (blue diamonds) is fitted well with a single exponential
with time constant 1.7 ns. To judge the enhancement factor provided by the Au particle
acting as an optical antenna the lifetime of the superemitter has to be compared to the
lifetime of the dye molecules in absence of the antenna particle. To this end we also
collect a decay trace in a reference section of the sample where no Au particles are
present and the dye layer has been protected from the plasma etch. The decay behavior
of the bare dye molecules, shown as the open circles in Fig. 7.3(f), is fitted excellently
by a single-exponential decay with time constant 5.3 ns. We therefore conclude that
the Au nano-antenna provides a decay-rate enhancement factor of about three.

The observed enhancement is a result of the plasmonic resonance of the Au
nanoparticle [15]. To characterize the spectral matching of emitter and antenna we
analyze the emission spectrum of the superemitters, shown as the dashed line in
Fig. 7.3(g). The emission of the superemitter peaks around 620 nm and is broadened by
a shoulder to span up to about 700 nm. The fluorescence spectrum of the superemitter
closely resembles the spectrum of the incorporated dye Bodipy TR which was measured
separately for a reference (data not shown, see Reference [27]). The second photonic
building block of the superemitter besides the quantum emitters is the scattering
antenna. To characterize the spectral properties of the antenna particle we measure
the scattering spectrum of a superemitter. To this end, we illuminate the sample from
above under grazing incidence with a fiber-coupled white-light lamp. We first use the
spectrometer in imaging mode to position the superemitter in the center of the entrance
slit of the spectrometer, which is then closed as far as possible without losing the
signal. Subsequently, the grating is rotated from specular reflection to the first grating
order to obtain the scattering spectrum of the antenna particle. Conveniently, the rows
of the spectrometer CCD which are not overlapping the particle position yield the
in-situ reference of the lamp used to illuminate the sample, shown as the solid line in
Fig. 7.3(g). The black squares are the scattering spectrum of the particle obtained after
dividing the spectrum collected on the CCD rows overlapping the particle position by
the reference spectrum. The particle’s scattering spectrum shows a resonant line-shape,
peaking at about 665 nm and spanning a width of about 70 nm, while well overlapping
the dye emission spectrum.
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7.4 A ‘Drexhage experiment’ with a superemitter
We now combine the two introduced methods to modify the decay rate of a spontaneous
emitter. To this end, we raster-scan our scanning micro-mirror over a superemitter
while continuously measuring its lifetime. As a result we obtain the decay rate of
the superemitter as a function of the distance between the sample and the micro-
mirror, shown as the black squares in Fig. 7.4. The grey error-bars represent one
standard deviation as obtained from the averaging procedure performed on the lifetime
maps. There is a clear variation visible in the decay rate as a function of mirror-
sample separation. To our knowledge, the measurement in Fig. 7.4 constitutes the
first observation of the decay-rate enhancement in a hybrid photonic system with a
dynamically and reversibly tunable background LDOS. To model our experimental
system we exploit that our superemitters are strongly polarized along the optical axis
as established from Figs. 7.3(b-d). We therefore calculate the simple case of an emitter
oriented perpendicularly to the interface and located at a fixed depth of 123 nm in the
glass substrate as sketched in the inset of Fig. 7.4. The optical antenna is modeled
in a dipole model as a polarizable sphere of 100 nm diameter whose center is located
53 nm into the glass substrate. The polarizability of the antenna particle is described
in a Drude model with characteristic frequency ω0 = 3.4×1015 s−1 and damping rate
γ= 8.5×1012 s−1 to match it to the scattering spectrum in Fig. 7.3(g). Our model is fully
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Figure 7.4: Decay rate of superemitter as function of separation to micro-mirror
(black squares), where error-bars denote one standard deviation. Red line is calculated
enhancement for vertically oriented source coupled to antenna (see inset for geometry)
as a function of air-gap thickness. Calculated enhancement follows inverse of mirror
LDOS at antenna position (green dotted line). Blue dashed line shows calculated LDOS
of mirror at source position in absence of antenna particle.
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7.4 A ‘Drexhage experiment’ with a superemitter

analytical, yet fully electrodynamic, taking into account the full multiple-scattering
process between the antenna and the double interface as detailed in Chapter 6.

The red solid line in Fig. 7.4 is the calculated decay-rate enhancement experienced
by the source coupled to the polarizable particle as a function of air-gap thickness. The
calculated enhancement is in excellent quantitative agreement with the measured data
for mirror-sample distances larger than ca. 280 nm. At distances smaller than 280 nm
there is good qualitative agreement between measurement and calculation while the
measured decay-rate modifications are smaller than those theoretically predicted. We
also plot the inverse LDOS of the mirror at the position of the antenna particle as a
function of mirror-sample separation as the green dotted line in Fig. 7.4. Clearly, the
enhancement calculated for the superemitter [red solid line in Fig. 7.4] closely follows
the inverse LDOS in front of the mirror [green dotted line in Fig. 7.4]. This inverse
proportionality of the superemitter enhancement factor with the background LDOS
is a result of the antenna particle being a strong scatterer practically at the unitary
limit [10, 28] as discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, to exclude that the measured variation
of decay rate is the result of the dye molecules themselves experiencing the LDOS of
the approaching mirror we also plot the background (i.e. mirror) LDOS at the position
of the source as the blue dashed line in Fig. 7.4. Clearly, the LDOS at the source
itself is incommensurable with the measured data. Figure 7.4 therefore represents
the experimental confirmation that an increased background LDOS indeed reduces
the enhancement experienced by a source coupled to a strongly scattering antenna.
Regarding the discrepancy between the calculation and the measurement for very small
mirror-sample distances in Fig. 7.4 we speculate that the finite size of our antenna
particle starts to play a role on such small length scales.

As a final demonstration of the generality of the presented technique to assemble and
probe nanophotonic systems in conjunction with a dynamically variable, much larger
photonic background system, we present measurements of superemitters composed
of fluorescing dye molecules coupled to nanowires, structures that have received
tremendous interest as sub-wavelength LDOS modifiers [18, 29–32]. We use the same
technique outlined above to co-localize fluorescing dye molecules with both Ag and
GaP nanowires. Beyond plasmonic nano-structures, high-index dielectric structures are
highly promising building blocks for nano-optical devices [24, 33]. We mechanically
removed CVD-grown GaP nanowires with nominal diameter of 100 nm from the
growth substrate and deposited them on one of our dye layers to create a superemitter
with a dielectric optical antenna. A confocal fluorescence-intensity image of such a
superemitter prepared from a GaP nanowire is shown in Fig. 7.5(a). While the width
of the wire in this image is set by the diffraction limited imaging resolution of our
setup its length is given by the physical wire length which is nominally 1 µm. The
spectrum of the emitter in Fig. 7.5(a) is shown in Fig. 7.5(b) and corresponds to the
emission spectrum of the used dye [cf. Fig. 7.3(g)]. The first moment of the decay
trace of the detected fluorescence [inset of Fig. 7.5(b)] yields a fluorescence lifetime of
2.8 ns. In other words, the GaP wire changes the LDOS experienced by the emitters
by about a factor of two. We measured the fluorescence lifetime of the superemitter
assembled with the GaP nanowire while varying its distance to our micro-mirror. The
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Figure 7.5: (a) Confocal fluorescence-intensity image of a superemitter manufactured
from a GaP NW of nominally 100 nm in diameter and 1 µm in length. (b) Fluorescence
spectrum of superemitter shown in (a), resembling the spectrum of the used dye. Inset
shows fluorescence decay trace of superemitter in (a), exhibiting a slightly non-single-
exponential decay. (c) Black squares: Decay rate as a function of distance to scanning
micro-mirror of superemitter fabricated from GaP nanowire characterized in (a) and (b).
Open circles: Decay rate as function of distance to scanning mirror of superemitter
fabricated from an Ag nanowire.

resulting data-set is plotted as the black squares in Fig. 7.5(c). We can well discriminate
several oscillations of the decay rate as a function of mirror-sample distance. Most
notably, in this case the decay rate increases when the mirror is extremely close to
sample, in contrast to our finding on the Au particle superemitter in Fig. 7.4. In a final
experiment we use an Ag nanowire as a polarizable sub-wavelength object (diameter
100 nm, BlueNano Inc.). One might expect that the Ag nanowire is oxidized during the
oxygen plasma etching step required for the superemitter fabrication. While we cannot
make any statement about the chemical composition of the entire volume or parts of
the wire, we found that Ag nanowires do act as an etch stop and we consistently found
decay-rate enhancements of about two for the superemitters composed of Ag wires.
The decay rate of the emitters co-localized with the Ag wire as a function of distance
to the mirror is shown as open circles in Fig. 7.5(c). It is most interesting to note that
the qualitative behavior of the curves of the GaP and the Ag wire resemble each other
at distances larger than 200 nm, however, they are drastically different at separations
smaller than 200 nm, where the decay rate of the Ag superemitter is further suppressed
by the approaching mirror, while the decay rate of the GaP superemitter is further
boosted by the mirror getting closer. This observed complex and counter-intuitive
behavior of the LDOS modification obtained by exposing a fluorescing source to both
a sub-wavelength nano-antenna and a tunable super-wavelength LDOS modification
acting both on the emitter and the antenna illustrates the potential of hybrid photonic
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systems for LDOS engineering.

7.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have coupled spontaneous emitters confined to a sub-wavelength
volume to an optical antenna of sub-wavelength size, thereby creating a superemitter
exhibiting a decay-rate enhancement factor exceeding three. We have furthermore
exposed this superemitter to a variation of the LDOS on a length scale comparable to
the wavelength by dynamically changing the distance of a metallic micro-mirror to the
superemitter. As a result, we resolved a variation of the decay rate of the superemitter
as a function of distance to the mirror. Importantly, the decay-rate enhancement
experienced by the source in the superemitter varies in proportion to the inverse of
the LDOS of the background system, as a result of the unitary limit constraining the
scattering strength of the optical antenna. Our work constitutes the first example of a
hybrid system composed of LDOS-shaping elements operating at vastly different sizes
which is continuously tunable. Furthermore, our experiment is the first demonstration of
the highly counter-intuitive behavior expected from hybrid photonic systems including
strongly scattering building blocks. The system we have been studying in this Chapter
is inherently broadband, since the resonance of the optical antenna is broad and the
mirror as an LDOS tuning device also has no characteristic resonance. It will be most
interesting to extend our study to emitters coupled to both deep-subwavelength optical
antennas and super-wavelength resonators, like microsphere or microtoroid resonators,
which can be manipulated nano-mechanically as well [34]. Furthermore, our results
shed new light on approaches to efficiently interface single emitters via optical antennas
with microresonators [35] or waveguides [36].
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